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AN OBJECTION ANSWERED

THETHF preface to the book of mormon contains the following very striking
statement written by way of commandment and also by the spirit of
revelation and now if there are faults they are
the mistakes of men wherefore condemn not the things of god that ye
may be found spotless at the judgment seat of christ

when the world shall have settled down to a calm dispassionate and
unprejudiced investigation of the claims which the book of mormon and
its friends make for it there will be found many interesting incidents
connected with its history since it was first published scores of men
have written against it and numerous theories have been put forth as to
its origin but all these writings and all these theories have been subse-
quently abandoned every year is adding proof of a scientific nature to
the truth and inspiration of that record yet men shut their eyes and will
not see in the discoveries made any evidence in favor of it the claim
that it was delivered by an angel from heaven is too great for men to
accept an admission of this would carry with it the idea that revelation
is given in our own day and it would further imply that any church that
denies revelation is not the church of god

among the numerous objections that have been urged against this book
is this that the grammar in it is imperfect and say the objectors inas-
much as it was translated by the power of god how is this possible
there is no doubt that the writer of the quotation above given saw this
very objection through the gift of prophecy when he said condemn not
the things of god this same argument has been used against the bible
by atheistical writers the bible however has withstood all the attacks
of its enemies and the book of mormon will do the samesamp

the testimony of the witnesses is not that the grammar in the book of
mormon is correct but that the translation from the plates was made by
the gift and power of god and is therefore perfect some of the writers
in the book stated that they were not well educated in the language of the
record and it is possible that the construction of their sentences was not
always perfect their ideas were inspired while the expression of them
was their own A correct translation would carry with it any of these
defects in language which existed in the original record otherwise the
translation could not be called entirely correct there are mistakes of
this character in the bible as well as in the book of mormon

notwithstanding a few grammatical imperfections there is no sentence
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in the book of mormon the meaning of which is not clear principles of0f
the gospel are explained in such a simple manner that a child canan compre-
hendhend them there is no chance for spspiritualizingiritualizingspiritualizing the book of mormonmorion
doctrines they are as plainly to be seen as objects at noondaynoon day this
simplicity is of much greater importance to a person seeking for salvation
than any other consideration the grammar might be faultless and the
rhetoric perfect yet the meaning could be very ambiguous and hence not
beneficial to the understanding of men the simple language of the bible
has been the admiration of all generations since it was written and is
todayto day looked upon as a model why will not the same principles apply in
favor of the book of mormon among all the criticisms offered against
this book we have never heard it said that it was hard to understand

the latter day saints do not contend over the meaning of passages in
the book of mormon because there is no room for contention A person
who rejects it and the testimony of the gospel which it bears does so at
his own peril he it is who is warned not to condemn the things of god
because of mans imperfections
iwhatwhat will be the standing in the day of judgment of a man who should
be asked did lie obey the gospel as taught by the saviorsavio and his answer
should be that he did not know it was on the earth luringduring his lifetime
did helielleile read the book of mormon he read part of it or perhapsorperbaps all of it
but could not accept it because of two or three little grammatical errors
which it contained did they take away any of its clearness or obsureabsure its
meaning no but lie thought the record of god should be free from all
these was liehelleile not told inin the beginning of the book that all such faults
were due to the mistakes of men was not the warning given that hehb
should not reject the things of god for any such flimsy reasonsreason7reason the
testimony of the witnesses of the book of mormon is that the translation
was made by the gift and power of god which testimony he had rereadid
will not such a person be left without excuse and counted among the
unbelieversunbelievers7believersun B

LIVERPOOL conference
THE liverpool conference was held in the power loom weavers associa-
tion building blackburn sunday february 171895 meetings being held
at 1030 am 230 and 630 pm the following named elders were present
anthon H lund president of the european mission victor P wells and
alfred L booth of the liverpool office i robert aveson president of and
johnw crook and william jones traveling elders in the manchester
conference israel C brown joseph A buttle and george A seaman
traveling elders in the leeds conference heber C boden president of
and brigham davies john W mcpherson thomas mather ira bennion
james duckworth stephen W ross james NV saville samuel gerrard
samuel 0 crosby and miles A romney traveling elders in the liver-
pool conference

at the afternoon meeting the general and local authorities of the
church were presented and unanimously sustained


